The logistics planning problem has been extensively investigated for a long time. However, with the increasing number of stochastic events occurred in road, increasing number of stochastic factors should be taken into consideration. A dynamic approach is used in this paper to solve the logistics planning problem in the common form of stochastic demand with the reinforcement learning framework which is able to optimize policy in unknown environments and uncertain cases. We take advantage of clustering method to extract states as main features for basis function so as to solve the dimensionality curse problems caused by stochastic settings. We also propose an approximation approach with the policy iteration restricted by the goal of minimal time differential error to approximate the stochastic cases of the real world, and then use the attained approximation parameters as input for the proposed Sarsa(λ)-based logistics planning algorithm to determine the policy and action in accordance with the real world stochastic events. The benchmarking experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm has achieved improvements in almost all the test cases.
INTRODUCTION
The logistics path planning problem has been deeply studied by researchers from logistics science, graph theory, computer science and other related fields for decades [1] . Logistics path planning algorithm can be categorized with static methods and dynamic methods. Static method generates routing decisions before traveling logistics, and the logistics travels along the planned path, which is fit for the problems with high path planning certainty; dynamic method is based on the mechanism of utilizing uncertain new coming information in real driving route by planning service process and is therefore more suitable for dynamic and random environment.
Using function approximation method with dynamic programming is a good approach to solve the logistics path planning problem. The work by de Farias [2] made use of analytic methods to get the optimal parameters, which were generally firstly converted into an equivalent MDP linear programming problem, then used the basic function approximated value function, and finally got optimal solution through some analytical approach. As the difficulty of the analytic approach is how to solve the approximate linear programming problems, it is often to use approximation based approaches for large scale problems. On the basis of the state value function approximation using linear functions, Secomandi et al [3] utilized optimistic approximate policy to iteratively solve stochastic combinatorial optimization problems. Powell et al [4] proposed a simulation-based function approximation method, which generated sample trajectories through continuously updating approximation parameters with an iterative method. Although their work has the disadvantage of including approximate errors as well as introducing sampling errors, the method is very effective, especially in the case that the shape of value function is known. The work has been successfully applied to numerous multicommodity flow problems and logistics scheduling problems. Kleywegt et al [5] used a simulation-based regression approach to solve the warehouse path problem. They divided customers into subsets, thus forming several sub-MDP problems, and therefore alleviating the curse of dimensionality. Goodson et al [6] also made use of a simulation-based regression approach which combined a simple feature extraction with linear function approximation to obtain a dual path policy iteration algorithm, and got better performance.
Currently heuristics based approaches and meta-heuristics based approaches are mainstream methods for solving logistics path planning [7] . However, most of them are static oriented methods and used for deterministic path planning problems. Meanwhile, with highly developed information technology and 450 Sarsa(λ)-based Logistics Planning Approximated by Value Function With Policy Iteration dynamic external environment, adaptive methods which can make decisions at any time in the process of moving are more suitable for modern decisionmaking logistics activities nowadays. As a novel machine learning approach, reinforcement learning, which is able to optimize policy in unknown environments and uncertain cases, provides a framework to learn directly from the interaction and achieve goals [8] . Since reinforcement learning provides an approach to learn the best decision in an unknown system and guarantees to converge to an optimal policy, it is suitable to be used to develop a dynamic approach for solving logistics planning problems.
In this work, we study the algorithm and model of multiple logistics planning problems with the more common form of stochastic demand and service duration by approximate dynamic programming theory and value function approximation. On the basis of the modeling for large-scale Markov decision process, we use clustering method to extract the state as the main features and then introduce an approximate policy iteration algorithm which is built on linear function approximation. To solve dimensionality curse problems, we propose an iterative approximation algorithm based on the basis function optimization. Finally, we perform tests on Solomon to verify the effectiveness of the algorithms.
RELATED WORK 2.1. Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning [8] framework enables to directly learn from the interaction during the process of approaching goals. There are five fundamental elements:agent, environment, state, reward and action [9] . The reinforcement learning framework [8] As an important algorithm, the temporal difference (TD) learning is capable of learning directly from raw experience without understanding external environment [10] . What's more, the model learned by temporal difference is updated by estimation based on part of learning rather than the ultimate results of the learning. These two characteristics of temporal difference make it particularly efficient and suitable for incremental learning. Given some experience with policy π, temporal difference learning updates estimated V of V h [11] , as
where R t is actual return after time step t, and α is a step size parameter.
Temporal difference learning updates V in step t + 1 using the observed reward r t+1 and estimated V(r t+1 ). Sarsa is an on-line TD control methods, and Sarsa(λ) is an eligibility trace [12] [13] [14] version of Sarsa. Let Q h (x, u) be the value of taking action x, in u under a policy, and then the update of Q h (x, u) is (2) where and (3)
Markov Decision Processes
Markov decision process (MDP) [15] is composed by a stochastic dynamic system within discrete time steps, immediate reward function, and a long-term performance evaluation criterion. In a finite MDP, let X denote the state space, U denote the available actions in the state space, f: X × U × X∈[0,1] denote the state transition function, and ρ: X × U∈ denote the reward function. Hereby a MDP can be represented as a four-tuple (X, U, f, ρ). If the MDP state transfer is not deterministic, then it is known as stochastic MDP. In a stochastic MDP [16] , (4) where γ (0<γ ≤1) is a discount factor. Optimal Bellman equation of equation (4) can be written as:
The goal of MDP is to find optimal policy h * , such that V h* (x)≥ V h (x) where x∈X, and h∈H.
That is, under optimal policy h * , the value function of any given state x is optimal value function, which can be attained by:
Approximate Dynamic Programming
Dynamic programming is used for optimization, which will check the previously solved sub-problems and will combine their solutions to give the optimal solution for a given problem. In reinforcement learning, dynamic planning uses Bellman equation on this basis of MDP to solve stochastic multistage decision problem.
However, state space, action space and external information space grow as the size of the problem is getting larger, causing the curse of dimensionality. Approximate dynamic programming [17] take advantages of the optimal control theory, approximation techniques and reinforcement learning theory, mainly aiming at solving dimensionality curse problems. The main idea of approximate dynamic programming is to use approximate method to predict and control the state of the approximate value function by Monte Carlo [18] simulation and statistical methods to sample states and external information
, ,
through a value iteration or policy iteration approach with constantly approximate estimating updated states, and therefore getting approximate solution when iterations terminate.
3. SYSTEM MODELLING BY REINFOCEMENT LEARNING 3.1. System Scenario A multi-vehicle logistics planning problem with stochastic demand and duration limit can be described as 1. a simple vehicle routing and delivery problem; 2. the stock capacity can meet the total demand of all customers; 3. there are several vehicles in distribution center which are restricted load capacity; 4. the customer demands are supposed to obey some independent stochastic distribution which can only be determined after the logistics arrives; 5. the goal of routing planning is to maximally serve customer demands within a specified duration. The problem can be modeled by a complex network graph. For a complete graph G = (V, A, Cost), where V is the vertex set in which the elements with value 0 represent the distribution centers and the elements with value 1 represent customers, A = {(i, j):i, j∈V, i≠j} is the arcs set, Cost = {cost i,j :i, j∈V, i≠j} is cost set. The demand of each customer ξ i yields to independent discrete stochastic distribution probability, the actual customer demand is clear only after the logistics arrives, and the load capacity of the vehicle is denoted by Q.
Reinforcement Learning Model
State variable vectors of MDP, which are composed by logistics states and client states, store all relevant information for decision-making. Let L be the set of logistics, and C be the set of clients. For any logistics l∈L, its state can be denoted by (location l , load l , arrival l ), where location l represents the current location of logistics l, load l ∈[0,Q] denotes the available load of current vehicle cargo logistics, arrival l ∈[0, deadline] is the arrival time to the next destination, and deadline is the limitation of service. For any client c∈C\{0}, whose requirement can be expressed as 
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The action of time t is the mapping from logistics space to client space. Given state x t − 1 , the decision of the next time is t = min l∈L arrival l . Let be logistics set of the time. As for any logistics , we need to assign a destination, a customer, or a distribution center. Therefore the action variable at time t is an m-dimension vector, where the ith-component is the assigned action u l of logistics l∈L. At state x t , the available action space:
(12)
where veh(c) represents the logistics of client c, equation (7) denotes the situation that the logistics destination keeps unchanged, equation (8) denotes the current logistics is not allowed to stay in the current location and must be moved to another destination, equation (9) denotes the current amount of vehicle load is unable to meet current client requirement and needs to be returned to the distribution center for more logistics, equation (10) denotes that different logistics are not allowed to assigned to a client at a same time, equation (11) and equation (12) denote logistics are unable to be assigned to a customer with logistics service 0, equation (13) denotes the logistics is not allowed to be distributed to timeout customers. In the model, the external stochastic information for client demand is (14) where is the real demand of client c i who will get logistics l. The external information is determined at time t when the logistics reaches state x t .
State transition function x t + 1 = x L (x t+1 , u, SiD t+1 ) can be divided to two steps, deterministic transition and stochastic transition. In state x t , when action u∈u(x t ) is performed, state will be transferred to x t = ((location, load, arrival),  (d, tv) ).
The service demand will be updated as
where is the cost from location of customer l to the other. At time t + 1, the system transfers from state to state x t + 1 , of which transition is guided by outer side information SiD t + 1 . During the transition, only the demand tv c' of destination client will be changed. Let be the client set with unknown demands at time t + 1, and be the true customer demand at time t + 1, all the client states will be updated as The goal of our work is to maximize the client demand, that is, .
POLICY ITERATION APPROXIMATION
Basis function is the function that can map an input variable to a quantifiable feature during value function approximation. Generally, the basis function reflects the important parts of state variables as features. As in our work the goal is to maximize the demand within the service period, the client demand information and logistics load are the relative important parts. Hereby, we extract client information after dividing customers set by clustering using weighted Euclidean distance and then get client feature set
where P = (p 1 , p 2 , …, p k ) is the partition of clusters, dist (p i , pc i ) is the distance between client c of partition p i and partition center pc i , and E{x c } is the anticipated demand of client c. For each partition in the client set, we define a basis function to get total unserved demands. The real service is then substituted by (24)
And we also define a basis function to get summation of standard deviation:
where σ x c is the standard deviation of demand distribution of client c. We define total remaining of logistics of current service within partition p
Moreover, considering the service duration, we define a basis function to represent the remaining service time for a Logistics l∈L (27) Least square temporal difference algorithm uses least square regression to approximate parameters, which tries to fit parameters through a number of samples so as to minimize the TD error. However, as inversed matrix calculation during the processing requires guaranteeing invertible matrix in algorithm initialization and feature extraction phrase, more computation costs are added. A simpler and more effective alternative approach is to use a recursive least square regression to approximate parameters, thus obtaining a recursive least square temporal difference method, as (28) (29) (30)
The approximation approach updates parameters at each step, making it simpler and more suitable for online learning which is a typical feature of logistics problems. The online approximation by policy iteration with minimal time differential is shown in algorithm 1. n t n t n t n t n t n t T n t n t n t T n t n t
n t n t n t n t n t n t n t T n t n t During t→∞, the probability of appearance of a random sequence of information gradually approaches the state transition function p n,t (ω)→f, thereby gradually converging to the true value. Through continuous strategy improvement, the algorithm can gradually approach to the optimum value. The complexity of using the clustering algorithm to separating customers is O(|C|NI), where |C| is the number of clients, N is the number of clusters, and I was the number of iterations. As only one calculation is needed in each episode, it will not bring too much computation burden to the algorithm. The time complexity of the algorithm for policy evaluation is O ((3N + m) 2 ), where 3N + m is dimension of extracted features.
Through algorithm 1, the agent can get approximation parameters θ and corresponding actions u. The agent then can use the parameters and actions to go on with the logistics planning. In this work, we take advantage of Sarsa(λ)-based approach to plan the logistics, as showed in algorithm 2. 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The work of Solomon [18] introduced algorithms for the vehicle routing and scheduling problems with time window constraints where the instances of the work are regarded as one of the benchmark experiment of logistics planning. In this work, we use these data to verify the performance of our algorithms. We design different demand distribution and service duration for each instance, such that it meets the characteristics of our algorithm. Randomness means the event is likely to depart from the intelligible pattern or combination and is by definition unpredictable. As in real world environment there are always all kinds of unexpected events and requirements which add to randomness, we should take into consideration of different cases of randomness. In the experiment, the expected demand of each client is the average of the original demand of Solomon instances, denoted by e -. The demand can be assigned as two kinds, namely high stochastic distribution and low stochastic distribution, which represent the different dynamic levels: high stochastic distribution denotes the cases with more 460 Sarsa(λ)-based Logistics Planning Approximated by Value Function With Policy Iteration unexpected changes and low stochastic distribution denotes the cases with more predictable patterns. In the set of high stochastic distribution, {0, 0.5e -, e -, 1.5e -, 2 e -}, each demand is assigned equal probability; and in the set of low stochastic distribution, {0.5e -, e -, 1.5e -}, each demand is assigned probability {0.1, 0.8, 0.1}. The service duration of vehicles is categorized with short duration, medium duration, and long duration with duration coefficient {1.0, 2.0, 3.0} respectively. There are 6 sets with 3 kinds of durations, thus getting 6*3*2 = 36 testing instances. The goal of this work is to solve logistics planning problems with stochastic demand and service duration, so as to maximize the total demands within service. We propose a criterion to evaluate the efficiency of the logistics planning algorithm in the instances with medium duration restriction and long duration restriction, which reveals the expected service demand under certain circumstance. The route Table 2 shows the improvement of route efficiency and improvement of duration in 6 sets of instances under low stochastic demand distribution, comparing with rollout method which is a benchmark method of logistics planning problem. Table 3 shows the improvement of route efficiency and improvement of duration in 6 sets of instances under low stochastic demand distribution, comparing with rollout method which is a benchmark method of logistics planning problem.
As we can see, our approach is effective in instances with low stochastic demand distribution as well as instances with high stochastic demand distribution, being far better than rollout method which is a benchmark method of logistics planning problem using greedy policy. We can also see that our approach gives out much better performance in high stochastic demand distribution which is a more difficult problem. Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows the whole performance of the approach. 
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CONCLUSION
In this work, with the goal of solving logistics planning problem, we take advantage of value function approximation algorithm of approximate dynamic programming, propose an approximation approach which uses policy iteration restricted by goal of minimal time differential, and then use approximated parameter vector to plan the logistics path, of which algorithm utilize Sarsa(λ)-based algorithm. Finally, we carry on benchmark experiment of Solomon. The experimental results show the proposed algorithm attain improvement in routing efficiency under low stochastic demand distribution and high stochastic demand distribution in 18 testing instances as well as improvement in duration under low stochastic demand distribution and high stochastic demand distribution testing instances.
Value function approximation is very robust in dealing with the problem with dimensionality curse. However, with time windows to take delivery vehicle routing problems. Various approximate dynamic programming algorithms can be run online or analog, and thus can satisfy the real time requirement, with a wealth of research value. Meanwhile, the approach by policy function iteration is more absolute than the one by value function iteration which has great potential. That is our future research work.
